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In a heartfelt manifestation
of camaraderie, unity and
respect for other global
cultures, Gulf College successfully held a Christmas
Rendezvous Programme at
GC Mabaila’s Audio Visual
Hall.

EMBRACING DIVERSITY. Faculty and staff of Gulf College Oman celebrate the season of Christmas, under the auspices
of Chair and CEO Dr, Issa Al Bulushi (centre left), Dean Prof. Dr. Taki Al Abduwani (centre right), AD-QA Dr. Shameena
Mehtab (left), and respective heads of GC’s three faculties.

Prof. Dr. Taki Al Abduwani, Gulf College (GC) Dean, spearheaded a workshop on Review of
the Departments’ Scope of Responsibilities Relating to Enhancing and Strengthening Student Support Services by the Student Affairs, Admission and Registration, Student Activities
and Centre for Research, Enterprise and Professional Development.

FOCUSED. GC Dean Prof. Dr. Taki Al Abduwani during the review of dept. scope of responsibilities.

The activity was facilitated by Dr. Joseph Cuarteros, Quality Assurance
Coordinator of the Faculty
of Foundation Studies
(FFS). The first session
featured the the rationale
of the workshop and
presentation of the different departments. Then it
was followed by the
presentation of the staff
and department scope as
the respective responsibilities of each team.

During this discussion,
assigned
groups
expounded on the following
topics: job descriptions of
each staff, discussion of
the current structure, requirements/ needs, challenges, suggestions, and
staff timing. Group 1
headed by Ms. Melanie
Lomuntad discussed the
admission and registration regulations and procedures. Group 2 under
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The event was sponsored by
the college’s three departments: Faculty of Foundation
Studies (FFS), Faculty of
Business Studies (FBS), and
Faculty of Computing Sciences (FCS), under the leadership and support of Chairman and CEO Dr. Issa Al
Bulushi and Dean Prof. Dr.
Taki Al Abduwani.
The administration readily
expressed an appreciation
for the diversity of world culture, as during the remarks
Dr. Issa emphasized the
significance of celebrating
Christmas as a gesture of
respect and solidarity among
the GC community. This harmonious partnership, according to the CEO, is key to the
faculty’s unfaltering commitment to service. He also
commended the GC community’s enthusiasm to showcase the talents and traditions of their culture.
Meanwhile, the deans and
heads of the three faculties
shared their messages and
gratitude for the support of
the whole staff. Song renditions were also presented by
the lecturers of the FFS department to highlight the programme. The festivities culminated with a sumptuous
lunch partaken in by all faculty and staff members.
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Editorial Board: Dr. Issa Al Bulushi and Dr. Taki Al Abduwani
(Chairmen and Publishers), Dr.
Shameena Mehtab ( Critic ),
Dr. Romeo C. Castillo (Editor in

Time’s Higher Education (THE)- MENA, in
partnership with UAEU and ThomsonReuters, recently hosted a workshop on
international university rankings, with
Gulf College and other prestigious universities around the world hailed in attendance.

The workshop was held at the Crowne
Plaza Hotel on Yas Island in Abu Dhabi,
in afternoon preceding the 10th
Ankabut Users Meeting. Dr. Joseph B.
Cuarteros, Quality Assurance Coordinator of the Faculty of Foundation Studies
(FFS) was tasked to represent GC in
the event.

The event circled on criteria and processes
involved in the world rankings of universities, particularly those who publish regional
rankings and world lists. It also discussed
the calculation system in such rankings, and
the degree of accuracy and reliability involved in such lists.

Times Higher Education University
Ranking are hailed as some of the
world’s most esteemed published rankings. Thomas-Reuters is the datagathering and analysis body involved in
THE’s international rankings.

UPGRADE. (Top) Dr. Hilal Al Shidhani, Director of
Communication and Follow-up, Sultan Qaboos University, deliver a discussion on HE management.
(Bottom, from left to right) Dr. Khalid Abu Zayed, FBS
Head, Ms. Antonia Lamers, Manager of Centre for
Academic Practice, and Mr. Masood Khan, FFS Head
attend the said conference.

Dean Prof. Dr. Taki Al Abduwani (far left) and AQ-QA
Dr. Shameena Mehtab (centre) instruct members of
the faculty and college board of GC.

Gulf College (GC) Chairman and CEO Dr. Issa Al
Bulushi and Dean Prof.
Dr. Taki Al Abduwani
exhibited solid leadership in the college’s efforts to improve its overall Quality Assurance
status. This includes the
conduct of Oman Quality
Network in Higher Education (OQNHE) Seminar
Workshop on Strategic
Management in Higher
Education Institutions:
Concepts and Practices—a project promoted
by the Oman Academic
Accreditation Authority,
in partnership with the
Sultanate’s Ministry of
Higher Education.
GC readily took the initiative of enhancing its offered services through the
sponsorship and delivery
of this workshop, which
was attended by wellknown universities and
colleges around the Sultanate. The activity centres
on the basic principles on
strategic management and
planning in the tertiary
education institutions. The
event started with a brief
presentation of partici-

Dr. Joseph B. Cuarteros, FFS-QA

pants, followed by a discussion headed by Dr.
Hilal Al Shidhani, Director
of Communication and
Follow-Up of Sultan Qaboos University. During
the first session, the concepts and theory on global
higher education were
given impetus, as well as
the distinction between
strategic management and
strategic planning. Dr. Hilal
also gave a rundown of
strategies that can be utilised to greatly improve
educational impact to students. After this, participants were divided into
groups; each tasked to
identify the challenges
facing strategic management in HEI’s. The second
session focused on the
formulation of vision, mission statements, strategic
objectives and action strategies. The key performance indicators (KPI’s)
were assessed and enumerated in cognizance
with the strategies applied.
The third session geared
on the recognition of the
indispensability of communication in strategy formulation, management, evaluation and execution in a

strategy-positioning system. The seminar workshop concluded with a
message of gratitude and
good will from Chair and
CEO Dr. Issa and Dean
Prof. Dr. Taki.

leadership of Ms. Eman
Riyami tackled matters on
students’ affairs. Group 3
led by Mr. Mohammed
Fouad expounded on students’ activities, and Group
4 as directed by Dr. Agnes
Ilagan explained the tenets
of the Centre for Research,
Enterprise and Professional Development.
During the open forum, Dr.
Taki Al Abduwani, GC
Dean, Dr. Shameena Mehtab, Deputy Dean for
Quality Assurance, Dr.
Mohanned Al Obaidy, FCS
Head and Dr. Khalid Abu
Zayed, Faculty of Business
Studies (FBS) Head and
Ms. Aisha Gaiser, FFS
Award Leader, gave their
suggestions,
opinions,
corrections and other pertinent recommendations to
improve the output of each
department.

What’s Up in Oman?
Queen Mary 2, one of the largest cruise ships in the
world, is set to dock in Muscat! The event is set to
improve the tourism economy of the country.
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Gulf College (GC) recently
hosted Oman’s prestigious
National College Volleyball
Championship, under the stewardship of Dr. Issa Al Bulushi,
GC Chair and CEO and Prof.
Dr. Taki Al Abduwani, GC
Dean, with the overall supervision of Dr.Salim Khamis Al
Oreimi, Committee Head for
University and College Sports,
Ministry of Sports Affairs, Sultanate of Oman.

READY. The GC Volleyball team huddles up after one of their tournaments.

Special Needs students
from Gulf College experienced a one-of-a-kind educational tour as the college
conducted an off-campus,
exploration trip to Barka,
Oman.
The group toured the most
prominent sites of Barka, including its famous Dragon
Mart. The class was accompanied by module tutor Ms.
Rida Bakhit Abd Rabou, who
guided the class through all
the stops of the tour, and provided relevant information
about each area.

The aforementioned activity
is in consonance with Staffordshire University’s (SU)
list of recommendations for
the
previous
semester.
Among the roster of comments is an appeal to incorporate tourism and tradition
in the education of GC students. SU states that handson applications of theories,
as learned and observed in
the classroom, will lead to a
better grasp of Omani society, and an outstanding development plan for the future of
the Sultanate.

GC’s volleyball team, along
with 16 other aspiring teams,
fought valiantly to achieve the
much-coveted sports title. Athletes from all over the Sultan-

Mr. Mohammed Fouad, overall organiser, accentuated the
importance of sports, such as
volleyball, in developing rapport among different colleges
and universities around the
Sultanate.

ONE-OF-A-KIND. Special Needs students of Gulf College tour
the sites of Barka, Oman

Gulf College (GC) sponsored
an HIV prevention workshop
for the knowledge and benefit
of all staff members and students of the college.

PREVENTIVE. Ms. Khadija Al-Mahroogi explains basic ideas behind HIV.

ate battled neck and neck at
the commodious arena of
Sohar University, as witnessed by thousands of supporters, fans, and sports enthusiasts alike. At the end of
the stands, the team from
Sultan Qaboos University
bagged the volleyball championship title.

The workshop was held last
month at room S-11 of GC Mabaila. The speaker, Ms. Khadija
Al-Mahroogi, expounded on the
effects of the HIV virus, and how
the disease is transmitted, cured
and prevented. She also discussed recent medical advance-

ments being applied to cure
the disease, as well as how
people can help alleviate the
suffering of patients with HIV.
Furthermore, GC continues to
pledge its aid and support for
the cause, by equipping staff
and students with useful information about HIV, plus updates regarding the spread
and treatment of the disease
from around the globe.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Key features in Gulf College Mabaila:
-Well-versed, proficient faculty.
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-Degrees give bounteous employment prospects
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Treating the

Over, the years, the attitude of
our students about learning and
education is largely improving.
Before, many students hardly
attend 2-3 classes per semester.
Now, many of them make an
effort to come to class. I always
tell them that education is very
important in their lives, and that
they should always make time
for their studies.
-Ms. Mradula Binu- Award Leader, FBS

TARRIES

-On route to continue degree programmes in the
UK at any level thru credit accumulation transfer

Gulf College faculty members offer their best advice on
how to deal with student procrastinators

I always tell my students
that they should not delay
their tasks if they have
the capacity to do it today. One should do their
work early, so they have
enough time and energy
to exert their best work.
-Muhammad Idrees Akhtar- Lecturer, FBS

Whenever a student fails to
pass an assignment, or
turns a task or project in
late, I apply fair and reasonable measures to ensure
that the student complies to
the deadline requirement.
These rules are done for the
benefit of the students
themselves; so they learn
the value of diligence, and
change their attitude about
tasks and assignments.
-Abdul Rauf Aga, Lecturer,
FBS

Many times, studentprocrastinators provide
so many lame excuses
to escape from situations and delay their
assigned tasks. Whenever this happens, I
always follow the autocratic style of leadership: by giving them
deadlines and by sticking to the deadlines.
-Faiza Kiram, Lecturer,
FBS

Scenic Spotlight: Showcasing Oman’s best panorama

Tropics of Salalah
With its foray of coconut trees, bright rivers and smooth, blue
beaches, The area of Salalah, Oman is the perfect blend of the
desert and the tropics. The region is largely famous for its coconut trees, with visitors flocking the town for its choice, allnatural products. Its beaches are among the most beautiful
shores of the Gulf. A beautiful contrast to these sandy pockets
are the high mountain ranges surrounding the whole valley.
Camels and other desert-scurrying creatures roam freely
among the tourists; making it the perfect haven for wildlife explorers and enthusiasts. Finally, the slopes of the rocky mountains end in a sea of green, as crystal rivers flow freely among
the stones and crags of the mountains. This wondrous, natural
contrast of blues, browns and greens is what makes the region
a treasured jewel of the Sultanate of Oman.

